Love & Libations:
Cocktails To Sip
Celebrity

Tequila
Like a

B
y Yolanda Shoshana
While everyone talks about Champagne being sexy, the seduction
of tequila is starting to be known. It’s been said that women
who drink tequila make fabulous lovers. Being a tequila

drinker, I won’t confirm or deny these claims. You will have
to do your own field research to see it if it’s true.

Tequila: a Seductive Spirit for
Date Night
It makes sense that celebrities keep selecting tequila as a
business they want to get into; the rich and famous always
want to be a part of the hottest and sexiest thing. From
Justin Timberlake, to Dwayne “The Rock” Johnson, Toby Keith,
Carlos Santana, and on and on, tequila is the hottest trend.
It would be nice to see a few female celebrities come out with
a tequila, as well. Imagine if Cardi B. got into the tequila
game; it would be lit.
Related Link: Love & Libations: The Love of Negroni
If you want to sip tequila like a celebrity, be ready for
National Tequila Day on July24 th . Below are suggestions for
cocktails made with two hot brands to help you celebrate the
day. Either rock it with your friends or just the one you
love. Stay strong and get your tequila on.
At this point everybody knows that George Clooney and Rande
Gerber are a part of Casamigos Tequila. They made so much
money selling it, Clooney has boasted that he never has to
work again. The main reason they got into tequila was so they
could have one to drink while hanging out. Clooney is
legendary for entertaining with food and drinks. I’m still
waiting on my invite, it must be lost in the mail.
Related Link: Love & Libations: Celebrity Reds to Turn You On
Casamigos is the go-to tequila when you are having your
friends and family over. Since Clooney married Amal, his
tequila soirees are now filled with deep conversations of
politics and economics. You don’t have to aim for that, unless

that’s how you want to spend the night. Maybe just a night of
tacos and tequila. Who wouldn’t love that for their next date
night?
Smoky Casa Margarita
Ingredients:
2 oz. Casamigos Tequila
1 oz. Fresh Lime Juice
.75 oz. Agave Nectar
2 Dashes Orange Bitters
Flamed Orange Peel
Instructions:
Combine all ingredients into tin shaker. Add ice. Shake well.
Strain into rocks glass. Add fresh ice. Garnish with a flamed
orange peel.
Two well-known crooners, Adam Levine and Sammy Hager, created
a unique libation by mixing tequila and mezcal together for
the world’s first “mezquila,” called Santo Puro Mezquila. The
spirit came to life after Levine and Hager were drinking
together in Cabo San Lucas, Mexico. They were probably a tad
tipsy when they decided to mix tequila and mezcal, but they
both liked the taste so much they decided to make mezquila a
real thing. Leave it to one of the sexiest men alive to come
up with a libation that features not one, but two sensuous
spirits in a bottle. Santo is the drink that is perfect for a
relaxing evening at home while listening to a playlist with a
little Maroon 5.
Santo Revelation
Ingredients:

1.5 oz. Santo Mezquila
1 oz. Passion Fruit Nectar
2 ea. Thin Slices of Fresh
Ginger Root
1 ea. Lime Wedge
2 oz. Ginger Beer
0.25 oz. Pomegranate Syrup
(sub: Premium Grenadine)
Instructions:
Muddle ginger root, lime wedge, and passion fruit purée in
shaker glass. Add Santo and ice. Shake well and strain over
fresh ice. Top with ginger beer and sink pomegranate syrup.
Garnish with a ginger slice (optional).

Celebrity News: Barack &
Michelle Obama Double Date
With George & Amal Clooney in
Italy

B
y Katie Sotack
Former President Barack Obama and wife Michelle were seen out
with married celebrity couple George and Amal Clooney.
According to UsMagazine.com the couples spent the day on
Clooney’s boat, which seemed to be headed toward the Clooney’s
villa on the coast of northern Italy. The couples go way back,
as George even hosted a $40,000 plate fundraiser for Barack in
2012.

In celebrity news, the former
President and First Lady went on a

double date with actor George
Clooney and wife Amal. What are
some benefits to double dates?
Cupid’s Advice:
Even presidents and celebrities need double dates to spice
things up. Here are the benefits to having couples friends:
1. They’re in the same place: Most couples face an array of
similar problems. “He never picks up his socks.” “Same here!”
By double dating your problems seem less about your
relationship and therefore smaller in your mind. A couple
going through the same thing will just get it, in a way your
single friends may not.
Related Link: Celebrity News: Tori Spelling Says It’s ‘Hard to
Be Monogamous’ Years After Dean McDermott’s Affair
2. It’s reinvigorating: Chances are if you’ve been together a
while, your partner’s become somewhat predictable. Shake
things up by introducing another couple to the mix. The social
interaction will liven your relationship by bringing in topics
you’ve never discussed and new ideas for you to share.
Related Link: Celebrity News: Beyonce Gives Death Stare As
Warriors Owner Wife Talks to Jay-Z
3. It’s fun: Frankly the biggest reason to double date is
because it’s fun. Forming relationships outside of romance is
an important ingredient for a happy life. By double dating you
and your partner can have fun and build relationships outside
your union together.
What’s your best double date story? Share in the comments
below!

Travel
Tips:
Top
Romantic
Spots
in
Bluegrass State

Five
the

By
Mara Miller

We’ve got some fun travel tips! Are you looking for the next
place to take a romantic vacation? Rich in nature and history,
Kentucky is the frontier pioneer Daniel Boone explored, home
to the Wildcats basketball team, and has an illustrious equine
industry. A number of A-list celebrities have come from the
Bluegrass State, too! Backstreet Boys member Kevin Richardson
went to high school in Estill County. George Clooney was born
in Lexington. Jennifer Lawrence, Billy Ray Cyrus, and Johnny
Depp are all from Kentucky, too!

Check out these travel tips to have
the most romantic trip to the
Bluegrass State!
1. Cumberland Falls: Cumberland Falls has more to it than just
a waterfall. It’s a state resort park nestled in the Daniel
Boone National Forest and has been voted one of the most
romantic getaways in Kentucky. Known for the Moonbow, a rare
event that happens once a month during the full moon, the
waterfall is hard to turn away from in person. There are even
trails you can hike on!
Related Link: Travel Tips: Learn Your Rights as an Airline
Passenger
2. Castle Post: We’re talking about a real-life castle that
was built in Versailles, Kentucky. In 1969, a couple started
the construction of the castle, but later divorced in 1975. It
was then purchased by Thomas R. Post, who resumed
construction. Now also called the Kentucky Castle, it opened
in 2008 as a luxury bed and breakfast. But, to most locals,
it’s just “the castle on the hill.”
Related Link: Travel Tips: How to Make the Most of Time on
Your Vacation

3. Kentucky Horse Park: We can’t mention romantic places in
the Bluegrass State without mentioning the Kentucky Horse Park
in Lexington. A fun fact about the park: It has had horses on
its land for more than 200 years. The park hosts a series of
events such as the Southern Lights Holiday Festival and
Breyerfest. And while you’re in Lexington, you can check out
some local coffee shops and explore wineries.
4. Seelbach Hotel: This hotel is a historic hotel in
Louisville. Many famous Americans have come to this hotel
throughout the years, including Scott F. Fitzgerald, who took
inspiration from it for The Great Gatsby. It’s a popular place
for a romantic evening and still has a doorman and bellhops to
carry your luggage. And, while you’re there, don’t forget to
sip on your bourbon (as long as you’re 21 or older)!
5. Red River Gorge Cabins: Why not rent a whole cabin with
your honey near the Natural Bridge? Red River Gorge Cabins is
family-owned and located in the forest. Some of the cabins
have wifi, but don’t expect to get much cell service. Rent
either The Honeybear Love cabin or The Love Shack, and take a
soak in a hot tub!
Are there any other romantic must-sees in Kentucky? Let us
know in the comments below!

Celebrity Couple News: George
Clooney Opens Up with the
Sweetest Statement About Wife

Amal Clooney

B
y Carly Horowitz
In latest celebrity news, George Clooney reveals just how much
his wife, Amal Clooney, means to him. According to
UsMagazine.com, Clooney stated on Thursday, “I met someone who
her life meant more to me than my life. And I’d never had that
experience before.” Clooney also mentioned in a 2013 interview
after he met Amal, “I thought she was beautiful and I thought
she was funny and obviously smart.” Clearly it was love at

first sight! After their celebrity wedding in Venice, Italy in
2014, things have been spectacular. The celebrity couple
greeted their twins Alexander and Ella this past summer and
seem to be doing great.

This celebrity couple is no doubt
going strong. What are some ways to
make your partner feel valued?
Cupid’s Advice:
It is always important to make your partner feel loved and
special. It is especially meaningful to keep up this effort as
the years go by in your marriage. There are many ways to make
your partner feel valued, and there are different ways for
different people. Cupid is here with some suggestions on how
you can make sure your partner is feeling as if they are on
could nine:
1. Tell them how much you appreciate what they do: It can
sometimes become routine that you just expect your partner
will do certain things like make dinner, take out the trash,
or pick the kids up from school. But how often do you take the
time to verbalize how much this means to you? Even for just
little everyday things, tell your partner how much you
appreciate what they do. Gratitude is the best attitude!
Related Link: Celebrity News: Sarah Jessica Parker Says Time
Apart is Beneficial to Her 20-Year Marriage to Matthew
Broderick
2. Suggest a coffee date: If you two have busy schedules and
only get to see each other at the end of the day, plan to meet
up during the day or during your lunch breaks for a nice quick
coffee and sandwich. It will elevate the mood of the both of
your days. Then you both can go back to work feeling happy and

loved.
Related Link: Celebrity Couple News: ‘Bachelorette’ Alum Dean
Unglert Is ‘Incredibly Happy’ Since Dating Lesley Murphy
3. Take time to try out some of their interests: Is your
partner really into cooking? Soccer? Whatever it is, make an
effort, if you haven’t already, to show interest in what they
love most. Go to the local field on Sunday afternoon and ask
your partner to teach you some soccer tricks! Whatever it is,
make sure your partner knows that you care about their
interests.
How have you made your partner feel valued? Comment below!

Celebrity
Travel:
European Hotspots

Top

5

B
y Jessica Gomez
Oh Europe, how beautiful is thee! Europe is definitely a great
place to vacation, and it’s one of the areas at the top of the
list for celebrity travel. It has a rich history, and it’s
full of culture. Europe is a large area with countless
stunning spots, so limiting them to five is not an easy task.
That said, here are five “hot” vacation destinations in
various European countries that your favorite celebs routinely
enjoy!

And the 5 top European hotspots (in

no particular order) for celebrity
vacations go to… *drum roll,
please*:
1. Venice, Italy: This is one of the most romantic places in
Europe, and it’s very popular with tourists as a result. The
beautiful art and architecture here are big reasons for the
heavy tourism as well. Take a ride on a gondola (long wooden
boats) through the Great Canal, visit the major landmarks, eat
the delicious chibo (food) at your pick of numerous cute cafes
and elegant restaurants — the list goes on! Johnny Depp, Brad
Pitt, and Kristen Stewart are some of the many celebrities who
have been spotted vacationing here! George Clooney and his
wife Ama had their celebrity wedding here and then came back
for their third wedding anniversary, according to
us.hellomagazine.com!
Related Link: Top 5 Getaway Spots on the East Coast
2. Ibiza, Spain: Party central! This island is known for the
around-the-clock socializing and astonishing performances. Hit
the beaches and the night clubs! Fun awaits you on this
paradise island. Some of your night life loving celebs that
have had their fair share of good times here are Justin
Bieber, Kim Kardashian, Orlando Bloom, and Kate Moss! However,
Bieber and Bloom may have had too much fun, as they shared
some hostile moments there as well. Four years ago, the two
hunks got into an altercation in Ibiza where Bloom allegedly
swung at Bieber, according to People.com.
3. The Algarve, Portugal: Sweet, sweet paradise! Clear waters,
green nature, and a strong sun — why are we not there right
now? This destination is considered one of the most beautiful
in Europe, as it’s one of the most developed regions in
Portugal. Prince William and his wife Kate Middleton enjoyed
their honeymoon there — and we’re picturing ours there, too!

Related Link: Top 5 Vacation Spots to Spend New Years
4. Paris, France: Known as the City of Lights, Paris is a big
tourist spot! The romantic city is home to one of the most
famous landmarks in history: the Eiffel Tower. There are
various cafes and restaurants at which to eat and enjoy wine,
too. And, of course, there are numerous museums, monuments,
and cathedrals to see. Robin Thicke has been seen “touring it”
up with his girlfriend April Love Geary.
5. Mykonos, Greece: Celebrities really do love to come here!
Tons have visited: Leonardo DiCaprio, Mariah Carey, Ariana
Grande, and Paris Hilton — making this a celebrity hotspot for
sure. It’s a nice, relaxing vacation spot away from it all.
This Greek island provides delicious Mediterranean cuisine
near breathtaking waves. Celebrities like Tom Hanks and Tom
Cruise own houses here!
What are some places in these celebrity destinations you’ve
been to or dream of going to? Comment below!

Love & Libations: Palate
Pleasing Pairings & Celebrity
Couple
Inspiration
for
Thanksgiving Day

B
y Yolanda Shoshana
Thanksgiving is a time for spending with the ones who we love.
That also means it’s a time when wine and cocktails are
flowing to celebrate gratitude and the joy of being together.
Here are some beverage ideas perfect for pairing with your
Thanksgiving meal, whether you’re having a special date night
with your partner or a dinner with your friends and family.
Related Link: Love & Libations: Autumn Date Night Ideas
Inspired by Celebrity Red Wines
A great way to butter up your mother-in-law is with a bottle
of bubbles. Slip her a bottle of Carlos Santana’s Supernatural
Brut. The blend of Chardonnay and Pinot grapes is a creative
collaboration between Mumm Napa and Santana. The aromas of

apple, fig, and vanilla are signatures of the holidays. Mumm
Napa is one of the best sparkling wine houses around, so she
will probably hide the bottle to save it all for herself.

Celebrity Couple Inspiration for
Thanksgiving Day
Bring celebrity couple Jay-Z and Beyoncé to your Thanksgiving
table by busting out a bottle of D’USSÉ. A lot of people think
of Cognac as a drink for men, but women also love the brandy
as well. Your relatives will be thrilled to indulge! Plus, if
you aren’t married yet, maybe it’ll get you “marriage
material” points. D’USSÉ has notes of caramel, spices, and
honey that will excite your nose as well as your palate. Use
the brandy to mix up some cocktail classics like a Sidecar or
French 75, which go great with turkey, cranberries, and
dressing. Above all else, Cognac is an elixir of love, mainly
because it makes everybody feel good.
When you know that your partner digs Scotch, you can most
certainly pair it with a Turkey Day feast. A good selection is
Haig Club Scotch Whisky, a single grain scotch whisky in a
striking blue bottle that is as posh as its British creators
David Beckham and Simon Fuller. Think toffee and butterscotch
notes with a short finish. Keep it simple by adding a touch of
club soda to it to pair with dinner. If you still plan to
serve wine with dinner versus the whisky, make a light Scotchbased cocktail as an aperitif to kick off the festivities.
Related Link: Celebrity Couple: David Beckham Shares Sweet
Birthday Message for Wife Victoria
When your Thanksgiving meal is over, a perfect way to chill
with your significant other or family and friends is by having
an after-dinner drink such as a Limoncello. The Italian lemon
liqueur is mainly produced in Southern Italy. While it’s
slowly becoming more popular around the world, it’s the second

most popular liqueur in Italy. Danny Devito’s Limoncello is
the pick that will do the trick. Devito ended up getting into
the Limoncello game after drinking far too many with George
Clooney and showing up tipsy for an interview on The View.
This is what you call turning lemons into Limoncello!
For more Love & Libations date night ideas and celebrity
couple predictions from Yolanda Shoshana, click here.

Celebrity Couple News: George
& Amal Clooney Enjoy Date
Night in Lake Como

B
y Marissa Donovan
It looks like George and Amal Clooney enjoyed their date night
in Lake Como, Italy! According to UsMagazine.com, the
celebrity couple enjoyed a boat ride and dinner together with
friends. The new celebrity parents enjoyed a night out without
their twins and were all smile through out the whole date. In
April 2016, George gushed that he’s never been happier, and
he’s found the love of his life. It looks like the sparks are
still flying between the pair.

This celebrity couple took a break

from their twins for date night.
What are some ways to keep your
relationship healthy while raising
kids?
Cupid’s Advice:
Taking care of your children 24/7 can sometimes take a toll on
your relationship with your partner. Here are some ways to
keep your relationship healthy while raising kids:
1. Take vacations: Travel with your partner to escape the
pressure of being parents for once. Book a vacay with your
partner and try relaxing, while also resolving problems you
have both been having with each other.
Related Link: Celebrity Baby: George and Amal Clooney Welcome
Boy & Girl Twins!
2. Go on date nights: Like the clooneys, go on a date night
and enjoy each others company while being away from the kids.
Making weekend date nights a routine will improve your
relationship as a couple.
Related Link: Find Out About George & Amal Clooney’s First
Week as Celebrity Parents
3. Seek relationship advice: Seeking dating advice for certain
problems you are having in your relationship will help things
stay healthy between you and your partner. Even couples who
are currently heathy in their relationships should keep some
advice on the radar in case problems surface.
Do you think we will see the twins in the public eye soon? Let
us know what you think in the comments.

Find Out About George & Amal
Clooney’s
First
Week
as
Celebrity Parents

B
y Marissa Donovan

It’s been a week since Amal and George Clooney became parents
to twins. The Clooney family of four spend some time in the
hospital before welcoming the twins into their house in
England.
According
to
sources
who
spoke
with
EOnline.com, George and Amal have hired nurses to help with
the twins sleeping schedule for eight weeks. The celebrity
couple have also had help from locals in their community. The
community members have been guarding photographer from
circling around their home. George and Amal have embraced the
challenges of being celebrity parents to both their daughter
and son.

These celebrity parents no doubt
have their hands full with their
newborn twins. What are some ways
to prepare your relationship for
the addition of twins?
Cupid’s Advice:
Newborn twins can be overwhelming and can put a strain on your
relationship. Here are some tips for helping you stay happy
during their arrival:
1. Make a sleeping schedule: Although you might not have at
home nurse like the Clooneys, make sure you and your partner
work out a sleeping schedule for your children. Reading
parenting books can help you strategize how to take turns
getting up during the night. Take turns taking naps to avoid
being cranky with each other.
Related Link: Celebrity Baby: George and Amal Clooney Welcome
Boy & Girl Twins!
2. Have your parents come over to help: Your parents are

probably waiting for you to ask them for help! Spending time
with their grandchildren is something they’ve been looking
forward to. Taking them up on an offer or asking for their
help will allow for quality time to relax with your partner.
Related Link: Celebrity Baby News: Beyoncé Announces She’s
Expecting Twins with Jay-Z
3. Complement each other parenting abilities: Giving each
other compliments can increase the love and trust you have for
another. Words can insure that you both still deeply care
about each other, despite the stress your twins have been
causing. Even a thank you can allow the person to know you
value them as a partner and a parent.
Do you have any tips for keeping your relationship strong
while having twins? We want to hear about your experiences in
the comments!

Celebrity Baby: George and
Amal Clooney Welcome Boy &
Girl Twins!

B
y Marissa Donovan
On June 6th, George Clooney and wife Amal became celebrity
parents to twins, Alexander and Ella! The celebrity couple
discovered they were expecting last February and were very
excited when they received the news. Sources told People.com
that the actor suggested that he was going to be momentarily
absent on the set his upcoming movie Suburbicon. Mr. and Mrs.
Clooney will be enjoying the presence of their little boy and
girl!

These celebrity babies were long-

awaited, and the tabloids are
buzzing. What are some ways to
prepare for twin versus a single
child?
Cupid’s Advice:
Twins come with additional choices to consider when getting
ready for children. Consider these parenting tips before your
twins arrive:
1. Buy different outfits instead of matching: It is common to
see twins in matching outfits, but this is one fashion style
that is often expensive. Your best option for daily outfits is
to buy different clothing for your twins instead of matching.
This gives them collection of choices to wear. Matching
clothes are best saved for family photos and special events!
Related Link: Celebrity Maternity Style: Find Out How You Can
Be Chic During Pregnancy Like Amal Clooney!
2. Select stroller that is best for you: A baby stroller for
twins can come in multiple styles. The side-by-side stroller
is a traditional option that has the twins sitting next to
each other. A tandem double stroller will have your twins
sitting front to back. A double jogger styled stroller has the
similar make up of a side-by-side, but are more durable for
rocky paths and exercise. Each stroller has their special
features, but you need to decide which make the most sense for
your lifestyle.
Related Link: Parenting Tips: How To Cope With Stress
3. Become a list person: Before your little ones come into the
world, become a list person. Start writing down your goals in
how you plan to organize their nursery, meals, and supplies.

One you have your list of tasks, break them down
into categories and each month try to tackle what seems ideal
for your current schedule. Once your twins come, you’ll
already be prepared for their arrival and have a new list
ready for parenting them!
Do you have any tips to prepare for twins? Leave your advice
in the comments!

Celebrity Baby: George & Amal
Clooney Will Avoid Dangerous
Travel During Pregnancy

B
y Delaney Gilbride
In latest celebrity news, it looks like Amal Clooney will have
to hold off on some of her human rights cases due to her
pregnancy that was announced earlier this year. In a recent
celebrity interview with Paris Match magazine, George Clooney,
55, admitted that he and Amal have “decided to be much more
responsible” in regards to traveling. The actor also added
that “Amal will no longer go to Iraq and she’ll avoid places
where she knows she isn’t welcome,” as she recently took on
ISIS for a human trafficking survivor, Nadia Murad. According
to UsMagazine.com, the celebrity couple still has multiple
safe options to raise their celebrity babies as they have
houses in Italy, America, and England. George also went on to
explain his devotion to Amal as he said, “People think that we
are never together, but we haven’t been separated for more

than a week.” The couple will welcome their twins sometime
this coming June.

This couple is taking no risky
chances with their soon-to-be
celebrity babies! What are some
precautions to take when you’re
pregnant?
Cupid’s Advice:
Although it must be hard for Amal to put her job on hold,
she’s already doing everything in her power to protect her
babies. It has us thinking, what are some of the best ways to
take care of your unborn child? Cupid’s here with baby advice:
1. Stay away from seafood: Although fish is one of the best
low-carb sources of nutrition for a healthy diet, it could be
very harmful for your baby. It’s been said that eating seafood
during pregnancy could negatively affect your babies
development since some types of fish contain very high levels
of mercury. Although sushi might be tasty, you gotta put it on
hold!
Related Link: Celebrity Baby: George & Amal Clooney Are
Expecting Twins
2. Be cautious around caffeine: If coffee and/or other
caffeine related drinks are a part of your every day life, it
may be hard to give up during pregnancy. Although it’s still
under investigation, scientists have said that caffeine
consumption during pregnancy could be related to premature
births and other birth defects. It would be best to decrease
your caffeine consumption day by day once your pregnancy
begins.

Related Link: Celebrity Baby News: Beyoncé Announces She’s
Expecting Twins with Jay-Z
3. Avoid saunas and hot tubs: While the previous tidbits about
what not to do during pregnancy may have sounded familiar,
this one may not be known too well around the pregnant
community. Because saunas and hot tubs maintain a temperature
higher than the human body, they could overheat your baby
leading to defects on their development. Keep your baby happy
and healthy by avoiding this!
Are you pregnant? Comment below with some precautions you use
during pregnancy to keep your baby healthy!

Celebrity Baby: George & Amal
Clooney Are Expecting Twins

B
y Delaney Gilbride
In latest celebrity news, it looks like 2017 is going to be
the year of twins! According to HarpersBazaar.com, George and
Amal Clooney’s celebrity pregnancy was announced by The Talk‘s
host Julie Chen on February 9th after confirming with the
celebrity couple in late January that they are, in fact,
pregnant with twins. There was speculation that the human
rights lawyer, 39, may have been pregnant in early January as
she was seen sporting a baggy sweatshirt with what seemed like
a little baby bump underneath. Little did we know that the
speculated celebrity baby would turn out to be not one,
but two bundles of joy! Actor George Clooney and wife and Amal
Clooney wed in September 2014 and will be expecting their
first children together sometime this June.

These celebrity babies are bound to
be the talk of Hollywood. What are
some ways to prepare for twins
versus an individual child?
Cupid’s Advice:
We can’t even begin to imagine how excited this celebrity
couple must be to meet their babies this June! It’s hard
enough to prepare for one baby to enter this world, but what
if you have to prepare for two? Cupid’s here to help ease your
twins-ition with some baby advice:
1. Stock up: If you think you’ve bought all the essentials you
need for your twins, think again. You’re going to have to
double up on diapers, bottles, clothes, wipes, high chairs,
you name it. It’s better to be over prepared before the birth
of your twins than to be under prepared after they’re born.
Related Link: Beyoncé Announces She’s Expecting Twins with
Jay-Z
2. You and your partner must be a team: The months leading up
to the birth of your twins will involve a lot of planning with
your partner. With two babies on the way, life is going to be
very different once they are born. It’s a good idea to plan
out sleeping and feeding arrangements with your partner before
the birth date so you’re both prepared for what’s to come.
Related Link: Cutest Celebrity Babies
3. Take care of yourself: It’s extremely important that you
take care of yourself before and after your babies are born.
Not only is it important for you, but you have to take care of
yourself so you are able to take care of your newborns. Make
sure you have time to rest and eat throughout the day so you

can be the best parent you can be!
Are you pregnant with twins? Comment below with some tips of
what to expect when you’re expecting!

Celebrity Couple George and
Amal Clooney Adopt a Basset
Hound

B
y Mackenzie Scibetta
Millie just became the most talked about shelter dog in
Hollywood as she was taken into the home of famous couple
George and Amal Clooney. According to UsMagazine.com, Millie
is a 4-year-old Basset Hound mix that was homeless before
luckily being adopted by the Clooney’s. The celebrity
couple brought their cocker spaniel Louie to meet the new
addition to the family and they reportedly hit it off! Rumors
are stirring that this could be the first step towards
preparing for a celebrity baby. We can’t help but get excited
for a possible George Clooney Jr.!

This
celebrity
couple
is
on
cuteness overload! What are some
ways adopting a pet can help
strengthen your relationship?
Cupid’s Advice:
Always make sure to weigh the pros and cons before committing
yourself to an animal. Ensure you are in a lasting and loving
relationship because an animal is not a small issue to argue
over. Once you have actually adopted your little bundle of joy
then get ready for a companionship like no other. Cupid is
here to show you why adopting a pet can benefit your
relationship:
1. Provides endless date opportunities: You will be able to
spend a lot more time together doing more interesting things
if you have an animal. Taking the dog for a walk together,
venturing to the park, exploring an exotic pet store and
watching a grooming competition are all unique ways to spend
time with your loved one and loved pet.
Related Link: Celebrity Couple Predictions: George Clooney,
Kylie Jenner and Sandra Bullock
2. You will fight less: The companionship of a furry friend
can help decrease stress and anxiety. Having your pet around
will put you and your partner into happier moods thus turning
your home into a healthy environment.
Related Link: George Clooney Jokes About Celebrity Marriage:
‘They Said It Wouldn’t Last’
3. You will develop healthier habits: Taking care of an animal
will give your life structure and routine, as well as increase
the amount of physical activity you receive. As the saying

goes, a couple who works out together stays together. Living a
healthy lifestyle will increase your moods and decrease the
chance of arguments.
What kind of animal did you and your partner adopt together?
Comment below.

Celebrity Couple Predictions:
George Clooney, Kylie Jenner
and Sandra Bullock

By Shoshi
Want the latest celebrity news and romance gossip? Then you’ve
come to the right place! Recently, these famous couples have
made headlines for their relationships and love, whether it be
George Clooney’s celebrity marriage, Kylie Jenner’s budding
romance, or Sandra Bullock’s new beau. Check out my
predictions for the three celebrity couples below and find out
what’s next in their love lives!

The

Latest

Celebrity

News

and

Celebrity Couple Predictions
George Clooney and Amal Clooney: What can one say about George
and Amal? They seem to be on top of the world. As they travel
the world walking hand and hand, the media cannot get enough
of this celebrity couple. Since there doesn’t seem to be any
real drama in their relationship and love, the media is trying
to stir something up. Most of the criticism is focused on
Amal. Some say she dresses tacky, while others accused her law
firm of giving her the high profile accounts, because she is
married to George Clooney. Nevermind that she’s highly
qualified to take on any case thrown her way. I love Amal and
think that she’s great for George. I still say that from the
beginning their celebrity marriage was for calculated reasons
versus simply love. Those reasons may never be known to the
rest of us, because it looks like they know how to keep their
mouths shut. This couple is working out fine even though
Clooney is starting to look much older when he stands next to
his lovely wife. Let’s just say Clooney met a woman who know
hows to ride or die.
Related Link: George Clooney Jokes About Celebrity Marriage:
‘They Said It Wouldn’t Last’
Kylie Jenner and Tyga: This relationship has disaster written
all over it. Are they in love? It looks more like lust than
love to me. At this point it’s hard to know who’s using who.
Tyga is getting a boost in his career from being with a
Jenner, while who knows exactly what Jenner is getting from
being with him. It all seems like a carefully orchestrated
relationship put together by the puppetmaster, Kris
Jenner. Don’t believe the engagement rumors. This relationship
is going to run its course and end as dramatically as it
began. Right now, what remains to be seen is who will get
tired of who first. Right now, my money is on Jenner because
she has the upper-hand.

Related Link: Famous Couple Kylie Jenner and Tyga Make Funny
Snapchat Videos
Sandra Bullock and Bryan Randall: There are rumors flying
everywhere that Sandra Bullock is dating model and
photographer, Bryan Randall. Before you get all excited about
this news, hold on a minute, When did a dinner date start to
mean that someone is in a relationship? I would love to see
Bullock find love, but it’s time to stop assuming she’s in a
relationship with every single man she talks to. That being
said, Randall has a bit of a criminal past and we all know how
Bullock loves bad boys. I don’t see a romance with Randall
having any staying power. Right now, she is just dipping her
toe back into the dating scene. The main concern on her mind
is having a good influence around for her son, Louis. Randall
is a “meh” choice for Bullock. He’s fine for testing out her
flirting moves, but she should definitely keep her options
open. Bullock needs to take dating tips from some of the other
women in Hollywood.
For more information on Shoshi, click here.
What celebrity couples do you want to see predictions for
next? Tell us in the comments below!
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Adam Shulman and Anne Hathaway
This famous couple enjoyed a nice summer getaway in sunny
Spain! The pair spent time on a yacht, soaking up the sun and
playing in the water together. Photo: LRR/FAMEFLYNET PICTURES

George Clooney Jokes About
Celebrity Marriage: ‘They
Said It Wouldn’t Last’

B
y Kyanah Murphy
Sometimes when you’re in a relationship, including marriage,
there are debbie downers that try to tell you your
relationship and love life won’t last. This is even true for
famous couple George Clooney and Amal Alamuddin’s celebrity
marriage! People.com shares that Clooney gave Stephen Colbert
the scoop on the Late Show, jokingly stating, “They said it
wouldn’t last.” Colbert then told Clooney that he he had no
doubts about Clooney’s celebrity marriage; that Clooney and
his wife will go the distance.

This celebrity marriage is solid so

far! What are some ways to keep the
spark alive in your marriage?
Cupid’s Advice:
Celebrity marriage isn’t the only type of marriage that needs
work! Love needs a lot of love and care in order to bloom
beautifully. Like any flower growing, a relationship needs to
be maintained. Cupid has some relationship advice on how to
keep that spark in your marriage:
1. Make time for one another: you’re gonna be busy with work
and possibly kids and whatever hobbies you may have going on.
It’s easy to neglect any spousal needs. Therefore, no matter
how busy you are, be sure to make some one-on-one time with
your spouse! Talk to one another, bond, and have fun!
Related Link: Ten Steps for Acting Like a Married Couple on a
Friday Night
2. Be grateful and appreciative: that is to say, focus on your
partner’s positive traits (especially when the little things
may drive you nuts). Speak positively to them and express how
wonderful you find them. This may sound cheesy but it’ll
definitely light up your love’s heart.
Related Link: 10 Date Ideas for the Married Couple with Kids
3. Remember the little things: remember the little things
about your partner, from something they wish they had to the
trivial details about them. This will make your partner feel
like you truly listen and deeply care for them.
How do you keep the spark alive in your relationship? Comment
below!

Famous Couple George and Amal
Clooney Have Family Dinner in
Italy

B
y Mackenzie Scibetta

Lake Como has long been George Clooney’s favorite celebrity
getaway spot. This summer, however, he’s shaking things up and
bringing not only his famous wife Amal Clooney on the trip,
but also the happy couple’s family. According to People.com,
the famous couple wined and dined on their Italian vacation in
the company of George’s parents, Amal’s sister Tala Alamuddin
and other close friends. After feasting on a variety of local
dishes, the Clooneys and guests finished off their celebrity
vacation by celebrating the French Bastille Day on July 14
with colorful fireworks.

This lavish celebrity getaway
showcases perfectly how to include
family into a relationship! What
are some pros to making your family
apart of your love life?
Cupid’s Advice:
Family-oriented couples tend to be more supportive and
respectful of each other, but developing these strong family
ties might not be suitable for every couple. If you’re unsure
about mixing your love life with family life, Cupid has three
advantages of becoming family-oriented to help you decide:
1. Preparing for the future: Becoming well-acquainted with
your partner’s parents and vice-versa can help give you a
solid preview of what’s to come in the years ahead. The
dynamic of your parents and your partner’s parents will likely
be similar to how you and your lover will act. You can both
learn from their relationship strengths and mistakes to help
build a strong foundation to increase the longevity of your
relationship.
Related Link: Find Out How Famous Couple George and Amal

Clooney Celebrated Her 37th Birthday
2. Lively relationship: The same date night routine every week
can make your relationship mundane and lifeless. Family events
such as picnics, kid soccer games or game nights can stimulate
your relationship and provide exciting new opportunities to
try.
Related Link: Amal Alamuddin Changes Name to Amal Clooney
3. Insightful criticism: Sometimes we become blinded to our
significant others bad habits and traits, and while some are
harmless, others can be toxic. Your family can offer an
outside point of view to make it easier for you to decide if
your lover is the one, or the wrong one. If they are the one
then your family surely won’t hesitate to make you certain of
it.
What fun activities do you and your loved one enjoy with your
family? Share your ideas below.

George
Clooney
Brings
Celebrity Wife Amal Alamuddin
to Hometown Bakery

B
y Jessica DeRubbo
In latest celebrity news, George Clooney is going back to his
roots. He and his celebrity wife Amal Alamuddin touched down
in Augusta, KY for the actor’s family reunion on Wednesday,
June 3, according to UsMagazine.com. Clooney wasted no time in
introducing his lady love to his favorite hometown bakery. Coowner Russell Dickson said, “They were fun as a couple! They
ordered the transparent, that’s his thing, he loves the
transparent. The famous couple also devoured some pudding.
Here’s to a successful hometown date!

This celebrity wife got a taste of

hometown love! What are some things
to
keep
in
mind
when
introducing your new partner to
your hometown?
Cupid’s Advice:
Introducing a new love to your hometown is a pivotal point in
your relationship. Cupid has some tips:
1. Keep it low-key: Sometimes it’s easy to get excited when
you’re introducing your partner to your hometown. It can be
overwhelming for your boyfriend or girlfriend, so keep things
as low-key as possible to avoid undue stress.
Related Link: George Clooney and Amal Alamuddin Have Civil
Ceremony in Venice
2. Choose places that showcase your interests: Especially with
new love, it’s important to introduce your partner to the
things you find interesting and/or entertaining. Take him/her
to your favorite stomping grounds to showcase your interests.
Related Link: Famous Couple George Clooney and Amal Alamuddin
Enjoy NYC Food Tour
3. Enjoy some good eats: Instead of go-go-going the whole
time, make sure to take some time out to indulge in the
favorite foods your hometown has to offer. Take a page from
George Clooney and grab some pastries at your local bakery!
What are some other things to keep in mind when introducing
your partner to your hometown? Share your thoughts below.

George
Clooney
Reveals
Surprise Celebrity Engagement
Proposal Details

B
y Jessica DeRubbo

George Clooney recently revealed a juicy piece of info about
his celebrity engagement to Amal Alamuddin — namely, that it
was a huge surprise to her! According to Clooney, his brideto-be had no idea idea he’d be popping the question when he
did. In an interview with CBS, Clooney said, “When I asked
her, we had never talked about it, so it was all — there
wasn’t like a, ‘Maybe we should get married.’ Literally, I
dropped it on her.” Clooney said that Alamuddin needed a
moment to take it all in, reported UsMagazine.com.

Amal Alamuddin ended up with a
surprise celebrity engagement. What
are three ways to romantically
surprise your partner?
Cupid’s Advice:
Surprise engagements aren’t the only way to throw your partner
for a loop. Cupid has some tips:
1. Surprise party: Maybe the most obvious, but many people go
a lifetime without having a surprise party thrown on their
behalf. Even if your partner claims they don’t like surprises,
there’s a 95% chance they will still be thrilled with a
surprise party thrown in their name. Consider your anniversary
or their birthday.
Related Link: George Clooney and Amal Alamuddin Have Civil
Ceremony in Venice
2. Candlelit dinner at home: This is something your partner
definitely won’t be expecting when he or she gets home from
work! Instead of the typical “server yourself” get-up in the
kitchen, consider setting up a special candlelit dinner for
your partner. You can discuss the day as your faces are
glowing.

Related Link: Famous Couple George Clooney and Amal Alamuddin
Enjoy NYC Food Tour
3. Plan a trip: Whether it’s a trip you eventually tell your
partner about after it’s booked or a trip he or she doesn’t
even know they’re going on until they get to the airport, a
surprise getaway is always a good idea. Just make sure it
doesn’t interfere with your partner’s work schedule, and be
sure you bring clothes for them!
What are some other ways to romantically surprise your
partner? Share your thoughts below.

George
Clooney
Says
His
Sports
Obsession
‘Kills’
Celebrity Love Amal Alamuddin

B
y Katie Gray
A celebrity love life sometimes deals with the same issues as
a non-celebrity relationship and love life. Recently, George
Clooney admitted on Mario Lopez’s Extra that his obsession
with watching sports “kills” his celebrity wife, Amal
Alamuddin. While she isn’t a fan of all of the sports he
watches, he is a fan of her sense of fashion. The celebrity
couple stunned at the MET Gala in New York. According to
UsMagazine.com, “Talking about the couple’s appearance at
Monday, May 4’s Met Gala, the proud husband gushed about his
wife’s passion for fashion.”

Even this celebrity love life
experiences
the
occasional
annoyance! What are some ways to
cope
with
your
partner’s
differences?
Cupid’s Advice:
There’s no getting around differences between you and your
partner in your relationship. Cupid has some ways to deal:
1. Be open: In life, it’s important to be open to things that
don’t necessarily suit your interests. You will get more
enjoyment out of life and have better experiences if you are
open minded to change and to trying new things! Be
understanding, because it’s something that is important to
your partner.
Related Link: George Clooney and Amal Alamuddin Have Civil
Ceremony in Venice
2. Participate: Join in on the fun! You may not have tried
something before that your partner likes, but give it a whirl.
It shows you care, will mean a great deal to them and you
probably will discover that you too enjoy it!
Related Link: Famous Couple George Clooney and Amal Alamuddin
Enjoy NYC Food Tour
3. Combine both interests: Being in a relationship and love
means combining the both of everything in your worlds. The
same thing goes for when you get married. What is yours
becomes theirs, too, and what is theirs becomes yours as well.
Take this into account for activities and interests that you
each have. Find a balance between doing what each of you
enjoys!

What are some other ways to cope with differences between you
and your partner in a relationship? Share your thoughts below.

Famous Couple George Clooney
and Amal Alamuddin Enjoy NYC
Food Tour

B
y Jenna Bagcal
In celebrity news from People.com, married celebrity couple
George Clooney and Amal Alamuddin have recently been dining at
some of New York City’s best restaurants and eateries. This
famous couple have been eating their way through the city at
high-end places such as Cipriani, Morandi, and Babbo to name
just a few off their list.

Famous couples eat famous food!
What are some creative things you
can do as a couple to explore a new

city?
Cupid’s Advice:
Whether you and your partner are visiting a new city for your
honeymoon, anniversary, or a simple vacation, getting to know
the food, sights, and general aura of each place will help you
to get the most out of what each city has to offer. Gain
inspiration from this famous couple and explore cities in a
fun and delicious way. Here are three of Cupid’s tips for
creative things you and your significant other can do when
exploring a new city.
1. Go to their local market or grocery store: Eating a city’s
local cuisine is one of the best ways to connect to each place
on a deeper level. Visit a city’s outdoor market if they have
one, or even grocery store and check out their fun and unique
food. Sample a little or a lot of the local fare, and buy a
few of your favorite snacks to stash into your luggage on the
trip home.
Related Link: Amal Alamuddin Changes Name to Amal Clooney
2. Ditch the hotel: Instead of staying at a fancy hotel during
your vacation, stay with a host family, or try a service like
Airbnb to rent out someone’s home or apartment. Living how the
locals do will help you and your partner to get an authentic
feel for living in any particular city.
Related Link: Celebrity Couple George Clooney and Amal
Alamuddin Enjoy NYC Dinner Date
3. Walk around without a map: Once you and your partner have
seen the Statue of Liberty, the Eiffel Tower, or the Sistine
Chapel , take some time to wander aimlessly around the city
and explore to your heart’s content. Go into small shops or
boutiques and practice your language skills with the shop
owners. Buy a souvenir or two to take back home with you.

What are some unique ways you and your partner have explored a
new city? Share your experiences with us!

Celebrity
Photos:
Couples and Their
Honeymoons

Famous
Exotic
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Mike Fisher and Carrie Underwood
The Nashville Predators hockey player and country singer got
married in Georgia in July 2010, and then they hopped on a
plane to celebrate their honeymoon in Tahiti. The celebrity
couple spent their time soaking up the sun on this beautiful
island in French Polynesia. Photo: Flynet Pictures

Celebrity
Couple
George
Clooney and Amal Alamuddin
Enjoy NYC Dinner Date

B
y Katie Gray
Talk about true celebrity love! George Clooney is in New York
City filming an upcoming film called Money Monster with his
friend and costar Julia Roberts. He clearly realizes that if
you work hard, you can play hard. Clooney took a break from
business and went on a date with his celebrity wife, Amal
Alamuddin. According to UsMagazine.com, “The couple grabbed a
bite to eat at the beloved French restaurant Cafe Boulud in
the Upper East Side on Friday, Feb. 27. Afterward, Clooney,
53, was spotted sipping cocktails with his British lawyer love
at the Carlyle hotel bar — and a certain Beatle showed up,
too! Paul McCartney joined them for a while.” Talk about the
perfect date!

We just love this celebrity couple!
What are three ways to mix business
and pleasure in your love life?
Cupid’s Advice:
Luckily for us, life isn’t all work and no play. It’s
important to enjoy yourself and live your life to the fullest.
That means finding a balance between business and pleasure,
including in your relationship and love life. Cupid has some
tips:
1. Try out new food places: Nothing is better than food. A
great way to mix business and pleasure in all aspects of your
life, including your relationship and love life, is by trying
new places to eat and new styles of food. It’s something you
can do on a date night with your partner, out with a large
group, by having a dinner party or by making a special meal
for your partner all on your own.
Related Link: George Clooney and Amal Alamuddin Have Civil
Ceremony in Venice
2. Enjoy a drink with people you like: Doctors say that a
glass of wine a day is good for your heart. Enjoy a glass of
wine or a different drink of your choice with people you enjoy
spending time with! It’s a perfect way to mix business and
pleasure because the beverage options and locations are
endless.
Related Link: George Clooney and Amal Alamuddin Honeymoon in
England
3. Travel: A great way to enjoy yourself and the company of
your partner, is by getting away on a nice vacation. Relax and
have fun, this life is yours! Traveling is a fantastic way to
mix business and pleasure, because you’re expanding your

horizons and taking a much needed break, while experiencing
fun adventures.
What are ways you have mixed business and pleasure? Share your
stories with us below.

Best
Dressed
Celebrity
Couples During Awards Season
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Kanye West and Kim Kardashian
This celebrity couple is known for being extremely
fashionable. It's no surprise that the Wests, who were seen at
the Grammys participating in some serious PDA, looked photo
ready in their designer duds. Photo: Janet Mayer /
PRPhotos.com

George Clooney and Celebrity
Love Amal Are Installing
Panic Room in Home

B
y Rebecca White
The latest celebrity news and gossip has us all a little
curious. According to UsMagazine.com, celebrity love birds
George Clooney and Amal Alamuddin are installing a panic room
in their England mansion. The famous couple spent their
celebrity honeymoon in the home after tying the knot in
September 2014, choosing to focus on their relationship and
love life rather than a celebrity vacation. A source said that
the panic room is not for Clooney’s fans, but rather for his
celebrity love’s protection because of her high profile
clients as a human-rights lawyer.

George Clooney wants to keep his
celebrity love Amal safe at all
costs. What are some ways to
protect your loved one in everyday
life?
Cupid’s Advice:
Protecting your loved one does not always have to mean
installing a panic room, like some Hollywood couples. If you
want some dating and relationship advice, then be sure to
protect your partner in emergencies as well as in everyday
frustrations:
1. Be prepared for emergencies: Try and emulate what this
married celebrity couple has done and be prepared for
emergencies. If you live together, install a security system
so you don’t have to worry every time you go out of town.
These protective measures will make you aware as a couple, so
you’re always prepared for the unexpected.
Related Link: George Clooney and Amal Alamuddin Honeymoon in
England
2. Check in regularly: When you and your honey are at work all
day, or go out of town separately, make sure that you check in
with them regularly, through texting and calling. There’s no
need to keep tabs on one another, but just make sure you know
where your partner will be and call them every night to make
sure they’re safe.
Related Link: Find Out Details Behind George Clooney and Amal
Alamuddin’s Wedding Prep
3. Defend them: Sometimes you don’t only need to protect your
loved one from emergencies, but from the everyday people in

their life. If you two are at a social gathering, or the
family is putting pressure on them, defend your significant
other and protect them from the judgment.
How do you protect your loved one in everyday life? Comment
below!

